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Dual Shades with Motorization
SUBLIME | Ice DS17-6100

DUAL SHADES
by Alta



Contemporary and cool, Dual Shades practically float 
with purposeful ease. For heightened privacy or filtered 
sunlight, this single shade will cause a double take.

 Let’s go window shopping.



BANDING 
TOGETHER
When big ideas call for bold 

solutions, our Dual Shades 

Collection brings the light in 

ways you never thought possible. 

Flattering to you, filtered for 

your furnishings. Joy all around.

Scan this code to 
watch how Dual 
Shades may work 
for you.

“ Dual Shades are more 

elegant than other classic 

options while staying in 

an accessible price range.”

   Customers say...



Dual Shades with Motorization
GLORIOUS | Greystone DS18-6213



Bands open and shade lowered. 
Preserves your view while 
providing UV protection.

Bands closed and shade lowered. 
For total light control and secure 
privacy day or night.

Bands closed and shade partially 
raised. Offers precise light control.

Bands open and shade partially 
raised. Dual Shades give you 
function at any level.

SHEER FOLLY
Just look at all that flexibility. Choosing your view or choosing your privacy made simple.  

Or simply beautiful.

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
BEAUMONT   |  Pewter DS3-2407



Note: The bottomrail will lift from the sill when 
bands are aligned. The larger the band, the greater 
the distance from the sill.

Back 
panel

Front 
panel

HOW THE MAGIC HAPPENS

WHEN TO CHOOSE DUAL SHADES

Sheer or mesh linear bands alternate with 
opaque, creating a graphic design with 
maximum flexibility. Shift the bands, shift 
up your light. When aligned edge to edge, 
the opaque bands bring precious privacy and 
shade. A slight adjustment, and the sheer 
widths bring filtered light and soft views. 

Elegance and innovation in a single shade. 
Really, what else is there?

●  When your interior design skills are on display.

●  If you love the contemporary look of roller 
shades, but want a view + privacy + uv protection 
all in one.

●  When child and pet safety is a priority, 
motorization is a cool, clean option.

●  If you need choices—multiple band widths and 
a profusion of neutral hues means perfection is 
around the corner.



Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
SUBLIME  |  Opal DS17-6101

translucent

Diffuse sunlight, eliminate outside distractions and 

prevent direct views from outside in with dozens of 

designer colors. Provides moderate privacy during the 

day, but not when the room is illuminated.



FABRIC OPACITY OPTIONS

Dual Shades with Motorization
DEFINITION  |  Fawn DS6-2501

light dimming

Choose light dimming fabrics when a darkened environment 

is ideal, especially bedrooms, home offices or media rooms 

to reduce glare on TVs and mobile devices. Both opacities 

provide energy efficiency thanks to the dual layers.



BAND SIZES
Select a band size based on window size or desired amount of view-through at the window.

2" to 3" Band Size
Perfect proportion for smaller windows.

3" to 41/2" Band Size
Great for most standard windows.

41/2" to 51/2" Band Size
Ideal for larger windows for greatest visual 
impact.

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
STRANDE  | Canyon DS16-3102



BATTERY-OPERATED MOTORIZATION

At Alta, we embrace innovation. We thrive on creating window coverings with style, 
ingenious engineering and state-of-the-art safety. Our motorization options provide 
both clean lines and ultimate convenience. Good for you, safe for your children, and  
a smart investment for your home.

Alta Advantage  SAFETY

We love your kids. (And pets.) So when it comes to safety, we take our role 
seriously, beyond design and operation to awareness and education. We 
proudly carry the “Best for Kids” designation. Why? Tough independent 
laboratory testing proves it.

The PowerWand™ lifts and lowers shades with the touch of  
a button. PowerWand is affordable and rechargeable, too.

Control all your motorized Dual Shades in one room. Choose from 
a variety of battery-operated systems to raise or lower shades and 
adjust the bands with the touch of a button.

POWERWAND™MOTORIZATION



Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
LUXURY | Quartz DS10-2801



MOUNTING OPTIONS

INSIDE MOUNT

Specify inside mount if your window has the proper depth. Specify outside mount to ensure the greatest amount of light control. 
Best for shallow depth windows or enhanced light control.

OUTSIDE MOUNT

CORDED CONTROL

Built for precision and simplicity. Cord loop 
remains the same length. Cord tensioner secures 
dangling cords. Bead chain (inset) is optional.

Pull down on the single, sturdy cord to raise or 
lower the shade; allows precise positioning of  
the shade. 

A metal bead chain option is 
available in the following colors 
(shown left to right): Oil Rubbed 
Bronze, Black Nickel, Antique 
Brass, and Stainless Steel. 

BEAD CHAIN OPTION

All shades with 
cords include a non-
removable warning 
label located on the 
back of the bottomrail.

Window Blind Cord Can STRANGLE 
Your Child. To prevent strangulation, 
purchase cordless products or 
products with inaccessible cords. 

CONTINUOUS CORD LOOPRETRACTABLE CORD SYSTEM



Dual Shades Two-on-One Rail with Continuous Cord Loop
BEAUMONT   |  White DS3-2401



HEADRAILS

BOTTOMRAILS

Fabric-wrapped bottomrail is standard for a consistent, 
seamless look.

NON-WRAPPED OPTIONFABRIC-WRAPPED

Non-wrapped bottomrail is an optional accent with modern 
appeal. Rail color matches cassette color.

In all shades, color-coordinated fabric covers the headrail, providing 
a seamless look from top to bottom. Smaller banded fabrics will 
feature both the band and sheer in the headrail.

FABRIC HEADRAIL INSERT

Two independently operating shades share the same headrail for 
a cleaner, more unified look. Ideal for wide-set windows and patio 
doors.  

TWO-ON-ONE HEADRAIL OPTION



DUAL SHADES by Alta

DUAL SHADES

OPACITY

Translucent ✓

Light Dimming ✓

CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS

Automation ✓

PowerWand™ ✓

Retractable Cord ✓

Continuous Cord Loop Standard

Bead Chain ✓

Fabric Insert for Headrail Standard

Two-on-One Headrail ✓

Fabric-wrapped Bottomrail Standard

Non-wrapped Bottomrail ✓

Scan this code to see a 
digital version of the most 
current options matrix.

Child safety is serious business, which is why we use 
warning tags, labels, and other methods to communicate 
the potential hazards of corded window coverings. 
The warning shown here communicates the important 
message about cords being a potential strangulation 
hazard and suggest choosing cordless alternatives or 
products with inaccessible cords.

Window Blind Cord Can STRANGLE 
Your Child. To prevent strangulation, 
purchase cordless products or 
products with inaccessible cords. 

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
BEAUMONT   |  White DS3-2401



AND DID WE MENTION?
Alta stands by our products with a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop
EXTRAVAGANCE  |  Horizon DS8-2606



On the cover:

Dual Shades with Motorization
CINEMA | Linen DS4-5122
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